
4/3/71 

Dear Er. Sauer, 

Your letter and offer of 3/30 interest mu much. Sorry my re Tons.) must be brief. 

The second Bendy show wam heavily edited. I didn't see it and 1 have not yot received 
sound tape, so l know only what those is the audience have told me. 

I do remember Murphy's call. He was to have come to see me when he returned to 
NY, but I never heard from him again and 1 hear he soon left WBAI. He nevr told me 
why he called or, if he did, I don't remember. 

You refer to only two of my books. You mya have all. 1 include a list if you do 
not. The new one I also have, if your bookstore doesn't. 

Your research describes a book I began in 1965, while I was trying to get WHITEWASH 
published. I call it TIGER TO RIDE. My research then was quite extensive, but I've not 
been ape, to look at it in the intervening years. My recall mz.y be imperfect. There 
are several parts you may hew, drawn together where I have not that could be quite 
helpful when 1 can return to this writing. One or two thing you mention I do not recall 
from my research. Wha you say of JFK's changes in policy are correct, and i have made 
recent reference to them in some of my appearances. I have a taped interview with one of his generals on this, confirming and detailing what 1  laready kne , that he haw ordered 
the withdrawal of an initial 10e0 of the "advisers". 

I had assumed tha the various advisers knew this, for it appeared in the papers. 
But if you have evidence that they knew by other means, this would be very interesting. 

I do not have the Aues etoriee you report, on the virtual military-CIA revolt. 
Here what is most interesting is the quote, that a month before the assassination, 
"the CIA was reported as the source of a possible coup against the Kennedy government." 

Although with a book just out my plans are necessarily indefinite, MS of now almost 
any ties you could cue? down would be fine. You'd take the Varazano Brides to the Jersey 
Turnpike, stay on that into Delaware, where you pick up Interstate 95, the JFK Turnpike, stay on it to the Baltimore Beltway, takine the right fork, m arked "Towson" and perhaps 
by now Ftederick and other places (It is Interstate 695), and stay on it to Exit 16. 
Hers you take Interstate 70 N, which merges into US 40 West, ,hich goes to Frederick. 
Do not take the resumption of Interstate 70 B at Frederick, staying on US 40, which 
leaves US 15, with which it has merged, at Frderiek Exit 6West. You'll sec a Holiday 
Inn just b for you eat there, and you go to it on 40 West. At this Inn, which is at 
the corner of Baughman's Lane, you make a right turn for about a half mile, to 
Shookstown Road, where you turn left for about 2i miles. It is in the flat, twists and 
turns, and then you begin to go up a mountain. Here you will notice a Shell gas station 
and country store on your left, a good landmark, for you are then nearing Old Receiver 
Road, on which you tiro right for .3 miles, Where we are on the right, in a patch of 
woods. You will see out mailbox just before our lane. There is a fork on Old R. Rd. Stay 
to the left, for here Old R. Rd. is not marked. Hasty thanks. 

kti  
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